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4Finally the related field of learning style evaluation where it was argued that

learners will learn more effectively if they find their personal learning style, is becoming

discredited as evidence now suggests that it is not effective in promoting learning.

(Richardson et al, 2002; Hall and Mosley, 2005).

There is however one clear agreement in much of the literature, summed up in the

quote from Morgan et al (1982), óStudy skills training that does not consider motivation...

may result in little skill improvementô. This is reinforced by a finding from the US (Barrios,

1997) which suggests that students who receive stress and self-efficacy training have higher

retention rates than students receiving learning skills training.

Learning motivation

Thus in searching for a new theory of learner support it would seem useful to look at learning

motivation. Most educators would agree on the central importance of motivation to a

learnerôs success. Indeed some educators argue that motivation is not only a necessary

condition for success but is also a sufficient one. A learner (it is argued) who is fully

motivated will overcome barriers of situation and time, find ways of developing appropriate

skills and be able to deal with the stress of study with very little extra external support ïthe

óindependent learnerô concept.

However so far most research into learner motivation in distance learning appears to

centre on asking students for their reasons why they are studying. There seems to have been

little research on the effect of learner motivation on student retention or how learner

motivation can be changed by institutional activity. There is some limited evidence that

concentrating on learner motivation can increase learner success. For example Visser (1998)

used a motivational model based on Kellerôs ARCS model of motivation (Attention,

Relevance, Confidence and Satisfaction) to develop a motivational messaging system which

sent messages to distance students at regular points during their studies. She found an

increase in retention over a control group, but the group sizes were very small.

Nevertheless given the near-universal belief amongst educators in the efficacy of

motivation in distance learning, it is worthwhile to review the current state of knowledge of

learning motivation and make some suggestions for possible ways forward.

Theories of learning motivation

There are a number of theories of learning motivation of possible interest to open and distance

learning educators such as:

 óSelf-Determination theoryô

 óEpistemological Identity Theoryô



5 óAchievement Goal theoryô





7Findings suggest that external and introjected motivations are associated with lower self-

esteem, more drug abuse, more television consumption and acting in a narcissistic and

com



8Anderson and Clifton use the strengths approach in face to face groups, using group

discussion techniques and work sheets to help students identify and explore their strengths,

and then apply them to their situation.

The Strengths Approach is derived from findings in the field of positive psychology

about how successful people work:

• top achievers fully recognise their talents and develop them into strengths,

• they apply their strengths in roles that suit them best,

• they invent ways to apply their strengths to their everyday tasks (Hill, 2000)

- and findings from research into the value of strengths:

• following strengths encourages insight and perspective on your life

• following strengths generates optimism

• strengths provide a sense of direction

• strengths help to develop confidence

• strengths generates a sense of vitality

• strengths help build resilience.

(Clifton and Anderson, op cit 2001).

Implications for learner support in open and distance learning

The strengths approach suggests an alternative way forward to the emphasis on

remedial learning skills development. The argument of this paper is that whilst learning skills

may be a factor in student success, a much more important one is learner motivati uaḓho
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11project brought funding into the UKOU from government. He demonstrated that the



12This of course is a huge over-simplification of a complex theory. In particular it leaves the

terms intelligence and success undefined. In the former instance Dweck appears to be using

the word intelligence very much in lay terms as a personôs perception of their innate ability,

rather than in any technical or psychological definition. Success seems to be similarly

defined to be in terms of a personôs realisation of their potential rather than in terms of

external achievement.

But whatever the definitions involved, the theory may have implications for both

students and academic and support staff in higher education. It suggests that both students

and staff may tend to fall into entity and incrementalist groups with implications for the way

students study or staff support students:

(i) Students

 Students with an óentityô theory may have high self-esteem and expect easy

achievement (they may feel that they have an óentitlementô to success). They may be

less likely to undertake preparation (they may behave as ódreamersô ï t d ed
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13Lastly Dweck found that it is more effective to praise studentsô efforts rather th



14 interactive ï it would allow learners to interact with their support rather than be a

take-it-or-leave-it approach

 motivational ï it would be informed by and use both Self Theory and the Strengths

approach.

Evaluating Proactive Motivational support

I have been conducting a very small scale experiment with students that I teach on an

introductory UKOU maths course. The normal strategy for supporting students on this course

is to teach them through relatively lengthy and therefore necessarily infrequent telephone

tutorials. I largely rejected this approach and used much more frequent and much shorter

proactive motivational contacts using both the phone email and letters, after starting by

attempting to persuade students that they were all óhard-wiredô for maths and that (after

Dweck) their mathematical intelligence was malleable and could be developed by effort.

Indeed I tried to persuade them that the more effort they had to make the better their long-

term mathematical development would be. To an extent that surprised me I found that I was

not attempting to teach them, although of course I answered their questions where they arose.

Then after starting with Dweckôs approach I focused all the time on their motivation

using the strengths approach advocated by Boniwell.

The results are shown in Table 2:

Year % of students completing course

My tutorial group
% pass (number of students)
(Proactive Motivational Support)

Whole course
% pass (number of students)
(Conventional teaching support)

2006 93.3% (15) 71.1% (398)

2007 92.3% (13) 62.3% (403)

Av. 92.8% 66.7%
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http://www.strengthsquest.com
http://www.practicalpsychology.org/books/books.html
http://kn.open.ac.uk/document.cfm?documentid=6719
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